Horse Diaries #3: Koda
Synopsis
For anyone who has ever dreamed of hearing a horse™s story . . . Independence, Missouri, 1846 Koda is a bay quarter horse with a white blaze. He loves to explore the countryside and run free with his human friend Jasmine nearby. But after Koda sets out with Jasmine™s family on a long and dusty wagon train journey on the Oregon Trail, he finds out what is truly important to him. Here is Koda™s story . . . in his own words. With moving and knowledgeable text and lovely black-and-white art throughout â“both by real horse peopleâ“this is the perfect fit for all lovers of horses and history!
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Customer Reviews
I bought this book for my 9 year old granddaughter and she loved it so much that she couldn’t put it down. I proceeded to buy the rest of the series which she enjoyed just as much. The reading level was a bit easy for her and she finished each book in a couple of hours. The history and geography at the back of the book really opened her eyes up to the fact that history and geography can be fun to learn. My granddaughter is a horse lover which is why I bought this in the first place. However my granddaughter passed the books onto a friend who has no riding experience or love of horses and she enjoyed them very much.
The story Horse Diaries-Koda by Patricia Hermes, is set on the Oregon Trail and tells the adventures of Koda, the quarter horse. Koda is a curious horse who likes to run from his mother and the wagon train. Everytime Koda runs away he experiences many things around him for the first time. A young girl becomes separated from the wagon train and will Koda be the hero and save the day? Patricia Hermes writes an exciting adventure story of Koda. Hermes keeps the reader wanting to read more of Koda’s diary. The author does a good job of wrapping up subplots and readers could picture the setting if they closed their eyes. This book was told in first person and was appropriate. Patricia Hermes put just the right amount of detail in her book. This book is good but not the best I have ever read. I would recommend this book to kids who enjoy stories about horses and adventure.

Reviewed by a young adult student reviewer

Flamingnet Book Reviews

Teen books reviewed by teen reviewers

The book really is a great and enjoyable book for someone wanting to read fiction stories about horses. The only thing I did not like was that once the book got to the end, it just was like "and they got to their home safe and sound after all that traveling", and then it kinda just ended and really did not have a good detailed ending.

This is a great book for anyone who loves or is interested in horses. It teaches you about loyalty and companionship. It also shows you that pets are really just family that you just can’t communicate with. So if you have a pet treat them like family cause family will help you if you need it. So will your pets, big or small.

This book was amazing. It shows about friendship and trust. Load is amazing horse he does the right thing to help his friend. With every thing Koda learned he can help his best friend. Who should really read this book. I love this book.

My daughter loves this series of books! She is crazy about horses and particularly likes the fact that these books are told from the horse’s perspective! It is sometimes very difficult getting kids to read - I have found books that utilize animals as characters are very engaging for young readers. My daughter also loves that each book has a different author because she feels it gives the reader more variety with the characters especially since each story is told by a horse. Happy reading!

I bought this book for my ten year old daughter. It is below her reading level, but she LOVES horses
and anything to do with them. I hadn't heard about this series yet and was very pleased to hear that my daughter really liked this series. I bought the rest that were available and when she finished number 4 she asked me if there were any more books in the series. I have the next two on pre-order!

This was a great book! I think that there was just the right amount of drama for children from ages 8-12. I also like that there are nice facts and showing how hard work will always pay off. I would like to get the others books in the series as well.
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